**EthnoKino**

**28. September**

*Ama-San*
Cláudia Varejão, Japan, 2016, 113 min
International Filmfestival Karlovy Vary 2016

In Wagu three women, Matsumi, Mayumi and Masumi dive everyday with no aid from air tanks, not knowing what they will find.

**26. October**

*Hikikomori - A Deafening Silence*
Dorothée Lorang & David Beautru, Japan, 2013, 53 min
Official selection at the Film Festival Cinékran

Japanese youths, called hikikomori or ‘lost generation’, stay hidden away in their bedroom, cut off from all kind of social interaction for several years.

**23. November**

*The Day The Sun Fell*
Aya Domenig, Finland - Japan, 2015, 78 min
Festival International Jean Rouch 2016

Aya Domenig, the granddaughter of a doctor on duty during the 1945 atomic bombing of Hiroshima, approaches the experience of her deceased grandfather.

**20. December**

*Five Ways In*
Mike Pottorak, UK, 2014

Watch the story of five people and their journeys through the Freiburg International Contact Improvisation Festival of 2012.

**12. October**

*My Name Is Salt*
Farida Pacha, Switzerland, 92 min
Fünf Seen Filmfestival 2016

Every year Sanabhai brings his family to a seasonal saline desert in Gujarat India, where they harvest what they proclaim to be the world’s whitest salt.

**7. November**

*Employment Office*
Anne Schlitz and Charlotte Grégoire, Belgium, 74 min
RAI Film Festival Bristol 2017

An office interior, a row of desks, people facing each other. Here everyone has to abide by the same rigid bureaucratic procedures, but each person has their own life and story.

**7. December**

*Socotra: The Island of Djinns*
Jordi Esteva, Spain - Yemen, 2016, 64 min

Ahmed Afrar and his companions with their animals trek to the mountains. During the trip, the Socotrians tell legends of djinns and monstrous snakes that dwell in the cavernous interior of the island.

Original versions with English or German subtitles.